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Highlights

• People are better at learning information that they are curious about

• Memory for incidental material presented during curious states also enhanced

• Curiosity associated with anticipatory activity in nucleus accumbens and midbrain

• Memory benefits for incidental material depend on midbrain-hippocampus involvement
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Summary

People find it easier to learn about topics that interest them, but little is known about the

mechanisms by which intrinsic motivational states affect learning. We used functional

magnetic resonance imaging to investigate how curiosity (intrinsic motivation to learn)

influences memory. In both immediate and one-day delayed memory tests, participants

showed improved memory for information that they were curious about, and also for incidental

material learned during states of high curiosity. FMRI results revealed that activity in the

midbrain and the nucleus accumbens was enhanced during states of high curiosity.

Importantly, individual variability in curiosity-driven memory benefits for incidental material was

supported by anticipatory activity in the midbrain and hippocampus and by functional

connectivity between these regions. These findings suggest a link between the mechanisms

supporting extrinsic reward motivation and intrinsic curiosity and highlight the importance of

stimulating curiosity in order to create more effective learning experiences.
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Introduction

In a typical day, most of the events that a person experiences will be forgotten. What

differentiates those occasions that are successfully remembered? It is clear that learning is

influenced by the characteristics of particular stimuli and how they are processed. Much less

is known about whether, in addition to such stimulus-related processing, particular

motivational states can also influence the likelihood of memory formation and later

consolidation processes. Consistent with this possibility, recent evidence suggests that neural

activity in the midbrain (i.e. the substantia nigra/ ventral tegmental area complex [SN/VTA])

along with hippocampal activity during anticipation of a reward can influence memory

formation for a preceding (Wittmann et al., 2005) or subsequent stimulus (Adcock et al., 2006;

Wolosin et al., 2012). In addition, it has been shown that increased functional connectivity

between the SN/VTA and hippocampus supports reward-related memory benefits (Adcock et

al., 2006; Wolosin et al., 2012).

In real-life situations, learning is often self-motivated, driven by intrinsic curiosity in a

particular topic, rather than by external rewards (Berlyne, 1966; Reeve and Reeve, 1996;

Ryan and Deci, 2000). Little is known about how intrinsic motivation affects brain activity and

learning, but an initial study by Kang et al. (2009) provided important clues. In this study, the

authors found that curiosity to learn the answers to trivia questions was associated with

enhanced activation in the caudate nucleus. In a separate behavioral study, Kang and

colleagues found that, after an 11-16 day retention period, participants were better able to

recall answers to questions that they were highly curious about.

The results of Kang et al. raise important questions about the mechanisms by which

intrinsic motivation can modulate brain activity and memory performance, and also the degree

to which intrinsic motivation influences memory in a manner that is similar to extrinsic

motivation. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to address three

critical questions: (i) Is curiosity associated with activity in key brain regions that are
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responsive to extrinsic motivation? (ii) What are the neural mechanisms that promote the

influence of curiosity on learning? (iii) Most importantly, does a curious state enhance learning

of incidental material, and if so, what are the brain areas that support curiosity-related memory

benefits?

First, each participant rated his/her curiosity to learn the answer to a series of trivia

questions (see Figure 1A for an example). Next, they were scanned during encoding of the

answers to these questions, along with a set of neutral, unrelated face stimuli (Figure 1B).

Each trial commenced with presentation of a selected trivia question, and the participant

anticipated the associated answer during a 14s delay. During this anticipation period, the

participant incidentally encoded a face. After the scan session, participants performed a

surprise recognition memory test for the faces that were presented during the anticipation

period, followed by a memory test for the answers to the trivia questions. The critical analyses

focused on activity that preceded the presentation of the face or the trivia answer, which we

interpret to reflect anticipatory states of high or low curiosity.

For the fMRI analyses, we focused our hypotheses on three major regions of interest

(ROIs)—the SN/VTA, the nucleus accumbens, and the hippocampus. These three regions

show high intrinsic functional connectivity (Kahn and Shohamy, 2013) and have been

hypothesized to comprise a functional loop in the service of learning (Düzel et al., 2010;

Lisman and Grace, 2005; Lisman et al., 2011). According to these views, the SN/VTA

(particularly, the VTA) modulates learning of salient information in the hippocampus via

enhanced dopamine release, whereas the nucleus accumbens incorporates additional

information related to novelty and goal-relevance into this functional circuit. Although the

hippocampal-VTA loop theory has primarily been used to explain effects of stimulus-related

salience on learning, we predicted that the same circuit might also mediate effects of intrinsic

motivational states. Accordingly, we used the NeuroSynth tool (Yarkoni et al., 2011) to

conduct a meta-analysis based on 329 studies of reward processing in order to identify voxels
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within the three regions that are reliably recruited during extrinsic motivational states (see

Methods and Figure S1). If curiosity indeed relies on similar brain mechanisms as extrinsic

reward motivation, we would expect that activity in these ROIs to be modulated by curiosity. In

turn, curiosity-driven memory benefits should be supported by increased activity in our ROIs.

Finally, based on work suggesting that extrinsic salience promotes stable memories by

enhancing the late stage of long-term potentiation (LTP), we hypothesized that curiosity-driven

memory benefits should persist even after a 1-day retention delay.

Results

What are the brain areas that support curiosity?

Our first analyses identified brain areas that are recruited during states of high

curiosity. Based on studies of extrinsic reward anticipation (Adcock et al., 2006; Knutson et al.,

2001), we hypothesized that activity in the SN/VTA and nucleus accumbens ROIs should be

enhanced during states of high curiosity. We were less certain about effects of curiosity in the

hippocampal ROI, as it is unclear from prior studies whether hippocampal activity is generally

reward-sensitive or if it more specifically reflects motivational influences on learning (Shohamy

and Adcock, 2010). To quantify the positive relationship between curiosity and brain activity

(cf. Kang et al., 2009), we ran an analysis testing for parametric modulation of activation

during each trial as a function of curiosity ratings (see Methods for details). Because of

directed hypotheses, we performed one-tailed t-tests (note that this is the approach routinely

used in voxel-based fMRI analyses). As we did not have strong predictions about whether

effects would be seen in the left or right hemispheres, we corrected for multiple comparisons

across hemispheres by using a Bonferroni-adjusted alpha level of 0.025 per analysis.

During presentation of trivia questions (when curiosity was elicited), activity in the

bilateral nucleus accumbens (left: t(18)=3.16, p=0.003; right: t(18)=2.60, p=0.009) and the left

SN/VTA (left: t(18)=2.23, p=0.020; right: t(18)=1.52, p=0.073) increased linearly with curiosity
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ratings (Figure 2A-B). In contrast, no significant modulation was seen in these regions during

presentation of trivia answers, when curiosity was satisfied (left and right nucleus accumbens:

t(18)=0.54, and t(18)=0.73, respectively; left and right SN/VTA: t(18)=0.23 and t(18)=-0.06,

respectively; p’s>0.05). Activity in the hippocampal ROIs was not significantly modulated by

curiosity during presentation of trivia questions (left: t(18)=0.31; right: t(18)=-0.28; p’s>0.05) or

answers (left: t(18)=-0.61; right: t(18)=-0.43; p’s>0.05).

In addition to the parametric modulation analysis, we also performed a simpler

analysis in which we directly contrasted activation following the presentation of questions

associated with high (4-6) and low (1-3) curiosity ratings. Consistent with findings from the

parametric modulation analyses, we found significantly increased question-related activation

for high compared to low curiosity conditions in the left SN/VTA (left: t(18)=2.53, p=0.010; right:

t(18)=0.95, p=0.177), and similar trends in the bilateral nucleus accumbens that did not exceed

the Bonferroni-corrected threshold (left: t(18)=2.05, p=0.027; right: t(18)=1.70, p=0.053). Again,

no significant effects were seen in the hippocampal ROIs (left: t(18)=-0.91; right: t(18)=-0.68;

p’s>0.05). As in the parametric modulation analysis, no significant effects of curiosity were

seen during presentation of the trivia answers (left nucleus accumbens: t(18)=1.68, p=0.055; all

other ROIs: t’s≤1.22, p’s>0.05).

To characterize activation outside of the a priori ROIs and enable comparison to prior

fMRI studies of motivation (e.g., Kang et al., 2009; Knutson et al., 2001), we performed whole-

brain, voxel-based analyses testing for parametric modulation of activity following presentation

of trivia questions as a function of curiosity. This analysis revealed suprathreshold clusters of

the bilateral striatum (i.e. dorsal and ventral), left inferior frontal gyrus, left superior gyrus and

the cerebellum (for details, see Table S1 and Figure S2). These results are highly consistent

with the work of Kang et al. (2009), who also showed curiosity-related activation in the dorsal

striatum, inferior frontal gyrus, and superior frontal gyrus.
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In summary, the results described above suggest that curiosity modulates activity in

the nucleus accumbens and SN/VTA, along with a possible set of SN/VTA afferents across

the striatum and prefrontal cortex.

How does curiosity benefit learning of interesting material?

We next investigated the effect of curiosity on learning. We first compared recall rates

for answers to trivia questions associated with high and low curiosity. Participants recalled

significantly more answers to high curiosity questions, compared to low curiosity questions

(70.6% SE=±2.60 vs. 54.1% SE=±3.04; paired-sample t(17)=5.64, p<0.001; Figure 3A)

replicating earlier findings (Kang et al., 2009).

Based on studies of extrinsic motivation on memory (Adcock et al., 2006; Wittmann et

al., 2006; Wolosin et al., 2012), we hypothesized that activation in the nucleus accumbens,

SN/VTA, and hippocampus evoked by presentation of high-curiosity trivia questions (i.e., the

point at which participants began to anticipate the answer) would be predictive of successful

recall of the answers to those questions in the post-scan memory test. Within each ROI, we

analyzed activity evoked by high and low curiosity trivia questions depending on whether the

associated trivia answers were later recalled or forgotten (see Figure 3B). In the nucleus

accumbens, significant Curiosity x Memory interactions were observed (left: F(1,17)=6.75,

p=0.019; right: F(1,17)=8.56, p=0.009; Figure 3C left), revealing that activity during anticipation

of trivia answers predicted later memory for high curiosity (left: t(17)=2.23, p=0.020; right:

t(17)=2.79, p=0.006), but not low curiosity trivia answers (left: t(17)=-0.80; right: t(17)=-1.15,

p’s>0.05). Activity in the SN/VTA was predictive of successful memory formation in both

curiosity conditions (main effect memory: left: F(1,17)=7.17, p=0.016; right: F(1,17)=6.46, p=0.021;

Figure 3C middle), and no significant interactions were observed (left: F(1,17)=0.06, p=0.810;

right: F(1,17)=0.48, p=0.496). Findings for the hippocampus paralleled those for the nucleus

accumbens, exhibiting a trend for a Curiosity x Memory interaction in the right hippocampus
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(F(1,17)=5.25, p=0.035; Figure 3C right), but not in the left (F(1,17)=2.01, p=0.175). Further

analyses showed that activity during anticipation of trivia answers predicted later memory on

high curiosity trials in the right hippocampus (t(17)=2.12, p=0.0247), with a similar effect in the

left that did not exceed the Bonferroni-corrected threshold (t(17)=2.04, p=0.029). No

subsequent memory effect was evident on low curiosity trials (left: t(17)=0.00; right: t(17)=-1.37;

p>0.05).

Analyses of activity directly evoked by the trivia answers revealed subsequent memory

effects that did not differentiate between high and low curiosity conditions (see Supplemental

Results and Figure S3), consistent with results from fMRI studies of stimulus-related encoding

activity (Paller and Wagner, 2002). Thus, the results indicate that curiosity-driven memory

benefits were driven by anticipatory activity, rather than activity elicited during processing of

interesting trivia answers (cf. Adcock et al., 2006).

How does a curious state modulate learning of incidental items?

Our next analyses focused on incidental learning of faces presented during states of

high or low curiosity. We predicted that neural processes that are elicited by the presentation

of a high curiosity question would enhance incidental learning of faces that were presented

during this period. Consistent with this prediction, recognition performance was higher for

faces that were encoded during states of high curiosity (Pr=42.4% (Hits – False Alarms),

SE=±2.68) than for faces encoded during low curiosity trials (Pr=38.2%, SE=±2.37; t(18)=1.97,

p=0.032; Figure 4A). This small, but significant effect is in line with the idea that a curious

state can benefit learning of incidental information.

We then tested whether activity in our ROIs during states of high curiosity (i.e.

question-evoked activity) supports the memory benefits for faces that were incidentally

encoded during high compared to low curiosity states. We did not, however, find significant

interactions between curiosity and memory or main effects of memory in the ROIs (all
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F’s≤2.01, p’s≥0.173), possibly due to high inter-subject variability in behavioral effects of

curiosity on face encoding. Stimulus-related activity was predictive of successful memory

formation, but this effect was independent of whether a face was presented during high or low

curiosity states (see Supplemental Results).

Given the large inter-subject variability in curiosity-driven memory benefits for

incidentally presented faces, we investigated whether this variability might be driven by inter-

individual variations in activation during states of high curiosity. That is, if a curious state

promotes learning of incidental information via activity in our ROIs, we might expect that those

participants who exhibited the largest activation increase during states of high curiosity to

show the largest memory benefits for neutral faces. As with the earlier analyses, this analysis

was again performed on fMRI data during anticipation of answers to trivia questions (and

therefore prior to face encoding; see Figure 4B).

To test this prediction, we computed the Pearson product moment correlation between

the curiosity-driven memory benefit for faces (i.e., the difference in recognition memory

performance between faces presented on high vs. low curiosity trials) and the neural

interaction between curiosity and subsequent memory (i.e. [subsequently recognized –

forgotten faces on high curiosity trials] – [subsequently recognized – forgotten faces on low

curiosity trials]). Results revealed strong relationships between the behavioral effect of curious

states on subsequent memory for faces and curiosity-driven activation increases during

anticipation of trivia answers in the bilateral SN/VTA (left: r=0.618, p=0.002; right: r=0.537,

p=0.009) and right hippocampus (right: r=0.493, p=0.016; see Figure 4C). Correlations were

not significant for the left hippocampus (r=0.176, p=0.236) or nucleus accumbens (left: r=-

0.189; right: r=-0.108; p’s>0.05). To confirm that correlations were not driven by extreme

values, we repeated these analyses using Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient,

which is robust to outliers. These analyses revealed a similar pattern of results, such that the

neural interaction between curiosity and memory showed a trend for a positive correlation with
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curiosity-driven memory benefits for faces in the bilateral SN/VTA (left: r=0.384, p=0.052;

right: r=0.393, p=0.048) and right hippocampus ROI (left: r=0.149, p=0.272; right: r=0.447,

p=0.028), but not in the bilateral nucleus accumbens (left: r=-0.154; right: r=0.084; p’s>0.05). 

A further mediation analysis revealed that the relationship between hippocampal memory-

predicting activity and curiosity-driven memory benefits was mediated by midbrain memory-

predicting activity (see Supplemental Information and Figure S4). Importantly, the correlations

described above were solely driven by neural memory-predicting effects on high curiosity trials

(left SN/VTA: Pearson’s r=0.760, p=0.001; Spearman’s r=0.588, p=0.004; right SN/VTA:

Pearson’s r=0.710, p<0.001; Spearman’s r=0.638, p=0.002; right hippocampus: Pearson’s

r=0.504, p=0.014; Spearman’s r=0.371, p=0.059; see Figure S5). No significant relationships

were observed between the behavioral curiosity-driven memory benefit and memory-

predicting activity in the low curiosity condition (all Pearson’s and Spearman’s r’s≤-0.107,

p’s>0.05).

Given that between-individual variations in activity in the SN/VTA and hippocampus

predicted memory benefits for unrelated, neutral faces, it is reasonable to speculate that these

relationships were driven by functional connectivity between the two regions (Adcock et al.,

2006; Wolosin et al., 2012). We therefore performed psychophysiological interaction analyses

(PPI) to investigate whether the SN/VTA ROIs (i.e. seed region) show increased functional

correlations with the hippocampus ROIs during successful, as compared with unsuccessful

incidental encoding of faces. We performed separate PPI analyses for the high and low

curiosity conditions targeting the critical time period following onset of the trivia question (for

details, see Experimental Procedures). Results revealed a positive correlation between

curiosity-driven memory benefits for faces and the magnitude of memory-predicting enhanced

functional connectivity between the left SN/VTA and left hippocampus. Although the Pearson’s

r-value (r=0.432, p=0.032) did not reach the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold, the

correlation was significant when calculated with Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient
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(r=0.4768, p=0.020). In contrast, we did not find significant correlations with memory benefits

for faces in the low curiosity condition (Pearson’s r=0.134, Spearman’s r=-0.005, both

p’s>0.05). Additional analyses on functional connectivity between the right SN/VTA and right

hippocampus did not reveal any significant findings.

In summary, the findings suggest that individual differences in activity in the SN/VTA

and hippocampus, and functional connectivity between the two regions accounted for

between-individual variability in incidental face encoding during states of high curiosity.

Do curiosity-driven memory benefits for incidental events persist after a long delay?

Behavioral results from the fMRI study revealed that curiosity influenced memory for

trivia answers and also for incidentally encoded faces. On average, the interval between initial

encoding of an item and presentation of that item at test was around 53 minutes (range: 20-85

minutes) for faces and 70 minutes (range: 40-100 minutes) for trivia answers, though the

interval varied across items and also across subjects. This time frame is consistent with the

possibility that LTP was enhanced for stimuli presented on high-curiosity trials. If LTP was

enhanced for stimuli on high-curiosity trials, then we would expect that curiosity-related

memory benefits should extend across longer retention intervals. Accordingly, in a second,

behavioral experiment, we tested whether curiosity-driven memory benefits would be evident

after a one-day delay between study and test (for details, see Experimental Procedures).

Results of this experiment replicated the behavioral findings of the fMRI experiment. Recall of

trivia answers to high curiosity questions was higher than recall of answers to low curiosity

questions (45.9% SE=±3.35 vs. 28.1% SE=±2.84; paired-sample t(26)=11.11, p<0.001; Figure

5A), consistent with the findings of Kang et al. (2009) and the findings of our fMRI study.

Results also replicated the small, but reliable recognition advantage for faces that were

presented during high curiosity states, although this finding was specific to confidently

recognized faces. The rate of confidently recognized faces was significantly higher for faces
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encoded during high curiosity states than for faces encoded during low curiosity states

(Pr=35.2% SE=±2.39 vs. Pr=31.2% SE=±2.38; t(27)=2.44, p=0.011; Figure 5B), whereas the

difference was not significant for overall hit rates (Pr=39.6% SE=±2.76 vs. Pr=38.0%

SE=±2.68; t(27)=0.96, p=0.173; see also Table S3 for the full pattern of memory responses).

These findings are consistent with the idea that curiosity can influence memory consolidation

of interesting material and also incidental material encoded during high curiosity states.

Discussion

The goal of the present study was to examine how intrinsic motivation benefits learning

of interesting and incidental information. Behavioral results from two studies revealed that

states of high curiosity enhance not only learning of interesting information, but also learning

of incidental material. Imaging results demonstrated that these learning benefits are related to

anticipatory brain activity in the mesolimbic dopaminergic circuit including the hippocampus. In

particular, curiosity-driven memory benefits for incidental material were supported by activity

in the SN/VTA and the hippocampus and by increased midbrain-hippocampus functional

connectivity. Importantly, the effects of curiosity on memory for incidental material were

correlated with activity in the SN/VTA prior to the encoding event, accounting for more than

half of the behavioral variance in incidental encoding during high curiosity states. These

findings are consistent with the idea that curiosity enhances learning, at least in part, through

increased dopaminergic modulation of hippocampal activity.

Parallels between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

The current findings complement results from a study on the neurocognitive

mechanisms of curiosity by Kang et al. (2009). Both our whole-brain analyses and their results

demonstrated that curiosity to learn answers to trivia questions was associated with increased

activation in focal clusters in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and dorsal striatum. Using
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regions identified from a synthesis of published fMRI studies of reward, we additionally

demonstrated that the specific ventral striatum and midbrain regions that were consistently

recruited during reward anticipation also show increased activity during anticipation of

interesting information (c.f. Knutson et al., 2001; O’Doherty et al., 2002). Results from the

behavioral study conducted by Kang et al. (2009), like our study, also demonstrated that

curiosity influences memory for trivia answers even across long retention intervals.

One major difference between Kang et al.’s (2009) study and the present study is that

Kang et al. investigated how curiosity interacts with prior knowledge, whereas our study

investigated how curiosity influences new learning. In their study, participants guessed

answers to the questions and activity during the answer was contrasted between trials

associated with correct and incorrect guesses. Activation in the midbrain, putamen, and the

medial temporal lobe was enhanced for incorrectly guessed answers, if the participant was

curious about the answer, leading the authors to conclude that the effect was driven by a 

reward prediction error. In contrast, the present study revealed that activation in the midbrain

and nucleus accumbens was enhanced during anticipation of answers, but not during the

presentation of the answer itself. Thus, our findings speak more to the influences of a curious

state on memory, rather than to the phasic reinforcing influence of satisfying one’s curiosity.

Given that activity in the midbrain and nucleus accumbens has been reliably linked to

presentation of rewards, the fact that we did not see curiosity-related modulation of responses

in these areas to trivia answers might seem surprising. However, we note that responses to

external rewards in the dopaminergic circuit scale with reward prediction errors and value

(Dayan and Balleine, 2002; Schultz, 2013). In the present study, we could not assess the

extent to which answers to trivia questions satisfied participants’ curiosity, and it is likely that

this variance contributed to variability in SN/VTA activity during presentation of the answers.

Consistent with this explanation, Kang et al. (2009) found responses to trivia answers that

resembled reward prediction errors.
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Dopaminergic mechanisms of motivated memory

Although we cannot make strong conclusions about whether fMRI signals in the

midbrain and nucleus accumbens in our study reflect increased release of dopamine, there is

reason to believe that dopamine might have played an important role. First, recent evidence

indicates that BOLD fMRI signals in the dopaminergic midbrain and nucleus accumbens are

positively correlated with dopamine release in the striatum (Knutson and Gibbs, 2007; Schott

et al., 2008). Second, our whole-brain analyses confirmed that curious states were associated

with relatively restricted activation in regions that are thought to be targets of midbrain

dopaminergic nuclei (Haber and Fudge, 1997). Third, as we describe below, the findings

linking activity in the SN/VTA and hippocampus to memory formation during curious states

strongly parallel theoretical accounts and findings in rodents showing that dopaminergic

activity can modulate hippocampus-dependent learning (for reviews, see Düzel et al., 2010;

Lisman and Grace, 2005; Lisman et al., 2011; Shohamy and Adcock, 2010).

It has been shown that dopamine stimulates local protein synthesis in the dendrites of

hippocampal neurons, which in turn is necessary for the late phase of LTP (e.g., Smith et al.,

2005). Blockade of D1 receptors, in turn, can inhibit hippocampal synaptic plasticity (e.g., Frey

et al., 1990; O’Carroll and Morris, 2004). Accordingly, several models (Frey and Morris, 1998;

Lisman and Grace, 2005; Lisman et al., 2011; Redondo and Morris, 2011; Shohamy and

Adcock, 2010) propose that stabilization of learning-induced hippocampal plasticity depends

on dopaminergic neuromodulation, in addition to synaptic activity. Critically, research has

indicated that weak learning events can elicit LTP if they are preceded by events that

upregulate dopaminergic activity (Wang et al., 2010). Thus, dopaminergic activity might

influence encoding “not only of specific salient events, but also the contexts in which they

occur” (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010, p. 470).
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The present results are consistent with this proposal, in that anticipatory activity in the

hippocampal-VTA circuit was related to subsequent memory for trivia answers and also for

temporally contiguous faces. These increases in BOLD signal could have been driven by

increased dopaminergic input to the hippocampus during anticipation of the answer (Shohamy

and Adcock, 2010). If so, then dopaminergic activity during states of high curiosity might have

“rescued” memories for incidentally encoded faces that would otherwise been forgotten

(Lisman et al., 2011; Redondo and Morris, 2011). This result is in line with recent studies

showing similar memory enhancements on temporally contiguous information with extrinsic

rewards (Murty and Adcock, 2013; Mather and Schoeke, 2011; Murayama and Kitagami,

2014). In addition, activity that predicted curiosity-driven memory benefits for interesting and

incidental material was the activity during the anticipatory state, which is also consistent with

findings from reward-motivated learning (Adcock et al., 2006; Gruber and Otten, 2010; Gruber

et al., 2013; Murty and Adcock, 2013). Collectively, these findings suggest that both intrinsic

and extrinsic motivational states can modulate memory formation.

If the effects of curiosity on learning were driven, at least in part, by dopaminergic

modulation of hippocampal activity, it would imply a specific effect of curiosity on the late

phase of LTP. The lower bound of the timescale for late LTP is not clear, but the retention

intervals tested here are potentially consistent with such a mechanism. In the first experiment,

memory was tested almost an hour after its initial encoding (on average, 53 min for each face,

70 min for each trivia answer). Importantly, we replicated the curiosity-driven memory benefits

with a 1-day retention interval, which is definitely consistent with the timescale of late LTP.

The findings are therefore in line with the idea that curiosity influenced memory for trivia

answers and incidental memory for faces via dopaminergic facilitation of hippocampal LTP.
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Different roles of the dopaminergic circuit for intentional and incidental learning

Although curiosity enhanced encoding of both trivia answers and incidentally

presented faces, our results revealed some differences between effects of curiosity on

intentional and incidental learning. Anticipatory activation in the nucleus accumbens predicted

later memory performance only for high curiosity trivia answers, whereas activation in the

SN/VTA was related to memory for high and low curiosity trivia answers and to faces

incidentally encoded during states of high curiosity. We did not predict this difference between

the nucleus accumbens and SN/VTA, but we speculate that this may reflect different roles for

the accumbens and SN/VTA in intentional and incidental encoding. Anticipatory activity in the

nucleus accumbens may set the stage for encoding of upcoming information that is goal-

relevant. In contrast, anticipatory activity in the midbrain may promote memory for goal-

relevant information, temporally contiguous goal-irrelevant information (e.g., faces shown

during high curiosity trials), and other information that is somehow salient but irrelevant to

current goals (e.g., subsequently remembered answers to low curiosity trivia questions). This

account is admittedly speculative, but it aligns with models (Goto and Grace, 2008; Lisman

and Grace, 2005; Scimeca and Badre, 2012) proposing that the VTA signals salience,

whereas the nucleus accumbens integrates information about salience from the VTA with

information about goal-relevance conveyed by the prefrontal cortex.

Future Directions

Further research is needed to explore the relationship between extrinsic and intrinsic

motivation. Although there is reason to think that they share common mechanisms, they might

also interact in counter-intuitive ways. For instance, behavioral studies have shown that

extrinsic rewards can undermine intrinsic motivation (for a review, see Deci et al., 1999), an

effect that has been linked to decreased activation in the striatum and prefrontal cortex

(Murayama et al., 2010). Furthermore, Murayama and Kuhbandner (2011) demonstrated that
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the effects of extrinsic rewards and curiosity on memory encoding are not additive. In their

study, extrinsic rewards were associated with enhanced memory for uninteresting trivia

answers, but rewards did not improve memory for answers of questions that participants were

highly curious about. These findings suggest that it would be useful to directly assess

interactions between intrinsic and extrinsic motivational processes in relation to dopaminergic

activity and learning.

Another important question concerns the cognitive processes that are influenced by

intrinsic motivation. One possibility is that curiosity was associated with increased arousal or

attentional processes. Although this is certainly possible, we do not believe that the

relationship between curiosity and memory can be solely attributed to increased attentional

processing. Behavioral studies have revealed direct influences of reward motivation on

memory that cannot be explained by attentional processes per se (Wittmann et al., 2011).

Consistent with this idea, the effects of curiosity identified in the whole-brain analyses bore

little resemblance to the frontoparietal networks seen in whole-brain analyses of anticipatory

attention (cf. Corbetta and Schulman, 2002). Furthermore, an attentional account would

predict that curiosity should enhance intentional encoding of trivia answers but impair

incidental encoding of faces, as these faces were irrelevant to the questions that stimulated

participants’ curiosity. It is conceivable that the encoding task, which required participants to

rate the faces for potential knowledge of the trivia answers, made the faces seem relevant.

However, participants knew that the faces did not correspond to people who would actually

provide an answer, and, irrespective of the rating, the answer was always presented only a

few seconds after the face. Thus, the faces were more likely to be seen as distracters that

were not relevant to satisfying their curiosity. Accordingly, the fact that we found enhanced

memory for faces on high curiosity trials is not obviously consistent with a purely attentional

account. Nonetheless, further research is needed to more extensively characterize how states

of curiosity affect attentional and mnemonic processing.
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Perhaps the most interesting finding to emerge from these experiments is that states

of curiosity enhance encoding of temporally contiguous, but otherwise incidental information.

These effects were relatively subtle, but reliable across experiments. Additionally, the high

inter-subject variability in this effect was related to variability in hippocampal and midbrain

activity and to functional connectivity between the two regions. Findings of high inter-subject

variability are common in studies that investigate the influence of the dopaminergic circuit on

learning in both animals (Flagel et al., 2011) and humans (Krebs et al., 2009; Wimmer and

Shohamy, 2012; Zald et al., 2008). Further research is needed to better understand the

sources of this inter-subject variability, which might reflect different genotypes, personality

traits, or other influences on motivation and/or dopaminergic function.

Implications

The present findings have potential implications for understanding memory deficits in

the elderly and in patients with psychiatric and neurological disorders that affect dopaminergic

transmission (Chowdhury et al., 2013; Düzel et al., 2010; Goto and Grace, 2008; Lisman et

al., 2011). We found that curiosity had large and long-lasting effects on memory for interesting

information. Although effects on memory for incidental information were more subtle, it should

be noted that our trivia question paradigm might only weakly approximate the effects of an

individual’s idiosyncratic interests and motivation to learn. If anything, it is likely that our

results may be underestimating the effects of curiosity on learning in daily life.

Given that healthy aging, and several neurological and psychiatric disorders are

associated with changes in dopaminergic function, it is possible that these conditions affect

memory, in part, through changes in intrinsic motivation to learn. In addition, the results are

pertinent to learning in educational and occupational settings. For example, our findings

suggest that, in addition to optimizing instructional methods, stimulating curiosity ahead of

knowledge acquisition could enhance learning success (Lisman et al., 2011). Furthermore,
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teaching of detailed material that may not be of broad interest might be best done in the

context of instruction on topics that students are highly motivated to learn.

Experimental Procedures

The details about the participants, stimulus material and the presentation are

presented in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Task Procedures

In both experiments, participants underwent a 4–stage paradigm with (1) a screening

phase, (2) a study phase, (3) a surprise recognition test phase for incidental items (i.e. faces),

and (4) a surprise recall test for trivia answers presented during the study phase. The delay

between the study phase and the first memory test was on average 20 minutes in the fMRI

experiment and one-day (22.5 hours) in the follow-up behavioral experiment. There were no

other differences in respect to task procedures between both experiments.

(1) Screening phase. Because the level of curiosity elicited by different trivia questions

is likely to vary between participants, we used participants’ ratings to sort trivia questions into

participant-specific high and low curiosity categories (56 questions each). Trivia questions

were randomly selected from a pool of 375 trivia questions and were consecutively presented.

After the presentation of a trivia question, participants had to give two self-paced ratings on

six-point scales (see Figure 1A). First, they had to rate how confident they were that they

knew the answer to a trivia question (extreme points: 1 = “I am confident that I do not know

the answer” and 6 = “I am confident that I know the answer”). Second, participants rated their

level of curiosity about the answer to a trivia question (extreme points: 1 = “I am not interested

at all in the answer” and 6 = “I am very much interested in the answer”). If participants did not

indicate that they knew the answer to a trivia question (i.e. they did not give a 6 response on
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the answer confidence rating), trivia questions with responses 1-3 of the curiosity rating were

allocated to the low curiosity condition and responses 4-6 to the high curiosity condition. The

screening phase lasted until 56 trivia questions were allocated for each curiosity condition. On

average (min-max), participants gave a high curiosity rating on 85 (56-173) and a low curiosity

rating on 58 (56-68) trivia questions.

(2) Study phase. In the subsequent study phase that took place in an MRI scanner for

the fMRI experiment, the selected 112 trivia questions were presented along with the

associated answers (see Figure 1B). A trial started with the presentation of a trivia question,

followed by an anticipation period that preceded the presentation of the associated trivia

answer. Six of the 56 trials (~10%) in each condition were catch trials in order to ensure

participants’ attention throughout the scanning session. In these trials, the letter string ‘xxxxx’

was presented instead of the trivia answer. During the anticipation period, a cross hair was

presented that was replaced by an image of an emotionally neutral face (incidental item)

during the middle of the anticipation period. During the presentation of the face, participants

had to give a yes/ no response as to whether this particular person would be knowledgeable

about the trivia topic and could help them figure out the answer. ‘Yes’ responses were given

with the right index finger and ‘no’ responses with the right middle finger on an MRI

compatible response box in the fMRI experiment and on a computer keyboard for the

behavioral experiment. This encoding judgment was used to ensure that faces were likely to

be encoded with a similar level of attention across both curiosity conditions. The study phase

was divided into four scanning runs (9 min each).

(3) Recognition memory test for incidental items. Approximately 20 min (fMRI

experiment) or 22.5 h (behavioral experiment) after the end of the study phase, a surprise

recognition memory test for the faces was administered. All 112 faces from the study phase

and 56 new faces were randomly presented. Participants made confidence judgments on

whether they thought the face was presented during the study phase or was not presented
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earlier (i.e. ‘confident new’, ‘unconfident new’, ‘unconfident old’, and ‘confident old’).

Participants were encouraged to try to give a response as accurately and quickly as possible.

(4) Recall test for trivia answers. After the recognition memory test for faces,

participants were given a list with all trivia questions from the study phase in random order.

Participants were encouraged to take approximately 20 min to write down the correct answers

without guessing any answers.

Behavioral analyses

To assess whether memory improved for the high compared to the low curiosity

condition and whether memory was above chance, we performed one-tailed paired-sample t-

tests. Catch trials were not included in any analyses.

FMRI methods

FMRI acquisition. We used a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner with a 32-channel phased

array head coil to acquire anatomical and functional MRI images. A multiband Echo-Planar

Imaging sequence was used to acquire whole brain T2*-weighted images (TR=1.22 s,

TE=24ms; 38 slices per volume; multiband factor=2; voxel size=3 mm isotropic) with 441

volumes for each of the four scanning runs. In addition, a T1-weighted MP-RAGE with whole

brain coverage was acquired. Inside the head coil, the participant’s head was padded to

restrict excessive motion. Stimuli were displayed on a mirror attached to the head coil above

the participant’s eyes. During the scanning, the participant’s eyes were monitored by the

experimenter via an eye tracker to ensure that the participant attended to all stimuli.

FMRI preprocessing. The functional and anatomical images were preprocessed and

analyzed using the SPM8 software (The Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London,

UK). The functional images were first realigned and then coregistered to the anatomical

images. Anatomical images were segmented into grey and white matter images and imported
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into DARTEL to create a template anatomical image that was specific to the participants in

this study. We then used DARTEL to normalize functional and anatomical images into MNI

space. Functional images were spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width half-maximum

Gaussian kernel. The ART repair toolbox (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-

project/artrepair-software.html) was used to identify individual scans that showed abrupt

movements (spikes).

FMRI analyses

General linear models (GLMs) were estimated by modeling blood oxygen level-

dependent (BOLD) signal changes using a stick function (0 s duration) to model the onset of

the particular events. We convolved these stick functions with a canonical hemodynamic

response function and included motion covariates to account for motion-related noise in the

data (i.e. three rigid-body translation and three rigid-body rotation parameters and additional

spike regressors for scans that were identified by the ART repair toolbox). Catch trials were

modeled separately for all event onsets and were not included in any analyses.

Regions-of-interest approach. We focused our analyses on three regions of interest

(ROIs): the SN/VTA, the nucleus accumbens, and the hippocampus. First, the SN/VTA ROI

was derived from a probabilistic mask based on magnetization transfer images (Guitart-Masip

et al., 2011) containing the whole SN/VTA complex. Second, the nucleus accumbens ROI was

traced on the mean anatomical images according to accepted guidelines (Haber and Knutson,

2010) (Center for Morphometric Analyses, Massachusetts General Hospital, Charlestown,

MA, USA; http://www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/). Third, the hippocampus ROI was derived from

the hippocampal mask from the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Amunts et al., 2005). In order to have

a sensitive measure within these anatomical ROIs we conducted a meta-analysis using the

NeuroSynth tool (neurosynth.org) (Yarkoni et al., 2011). We performed a term-based search

on “reward” that included 329 studies (retrieved: July 2nd 2013) and generated a reverse
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inference mask (i.e. probability of the term “reward” given the observed activation). The

reverse inference mask was chosen because of its increased selectivity in brain activation

related to the search term (Yarkoni et al., 2011). We then inclusively masked this functional

“reward” mask with our three anatomical masks. Figure S1 shows the resulting ROIs that

indicate the overlap between the functional “reward” mask and the anatomical masks. Using

this approach, the SN/VTA ROI potentially captured the whole VTA and parts of the SN, the

nucleus accumbens ROI was used as a whole, and the hippocampus ROI was restricted to

clusters in the hippocampal head and body. Importantly, our reward-sensitive hippocampus

ROI overlapped with a hippocampal region that shows high functional connectivity with the

VTA and the nucleus accumbens (Kahn and Shohamy, 2013). Analyses are based on activity

in the left and right hemisphere separately.

Curiosity-related activation. The first GLM tested whether curiosity ratings

parametrically modulated activity in our ROIs. Separate regressors were used for onsets of

the trivia questions, faces, and trivia answers. The analyses of interest were the onsets of the

trivia questions and answers (i.e. when curiosity was elicited and satisfied). That is, for each

participant, activation in response to the question was modeled with one regressor modeling

mean activation across all trials, and a mean-centered parametric modulation regressor

whose magnitude scaled linearly with curiosity ratings given for the question during the

screening phase. Because we hypothesized that activity in our ROIs might linearly increase

with curiosity ratings, fMRI beta estimates were entered into one-tailed one-sample t-tests and

tested against the value 0 (i.e. per ROI and events of interest). Because we did not have

strong predictions about laterality, tests for left and right hemisphere ROIs were evaluated

using a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of 0.025 per analysis. For additional whole brain

analyses, we used 3DClustSim (Cox, 1996;

http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dClustSim.html) to determine a cluster
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correction of p<0.05 for the whole brain (p<0.005 and k=65 voxels using a gray matter mask

based on the subjects’ mean anatomical image).

Activation predicting later recall of trivia answers. The second GLM modeled activation

depending on later memory performance for trivia answers. Event onsets for trivia questions,

faces, and trivia answers were modeled according to trials in which trivia answers were later

correctly recalled or forgotten. All regressors were further separated into the low (curiosity

ratings 1-3 during the screening phase) and high curiosity condition (curiosity ratings 4-6) (for

trial numbers, see Supplemental Information). Our main analyses of interest targeted the

onset of the trivia questions (when a curious state was elicited). We hypothesized that our

ROIs would support learning of interesting – but not uninteresting – material via increased

activity for later recalled compared to later forgotten trivia answers. Importantly, we

hypothesized such memory-predicting activity at the time interval when curiosity was elicited

(i.e. at the time of trivia questions) (see Figure 3B). We therefore performed a 2 x 2 repeated

measures ANOVA with the factors curiosity (high/ low) and memory (recalled/ forgotten). If an

interaction was present, paired-sample one-tailed t-tests were performed on memory-

predicting activity in both curiosity conditions separately. In addition to activity elicited by trivia

questions, we hypothesized that stimulus-related activity (i.e. during the actual learning of

trivia answers) should also predict later recall of trivia answers (see Figure S3A). ANOVAs on

stimulus-related activity in our ROIs were performed in the same way as the analyses for

activity elicited by trivia questions.

Activation predicting later recognition of faces. The third GLM modeled activity

depending on later memory performance of faces that were presented during the anticipation

phase. As in the previous GLMs, all event onsets for trivia questions, faces, and trivia answers

were modeled separately, but in this GLM separate regressors were used according to

whether a face in a given trial was later correctly recognized (i.e. a ‘confident old’ or

‘unconfident old’ response) or forgotten (i.e. a ‘confident new’ or ‘unconfident new’ response)
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(for trial numbers, see Supplemental Information). Regressors were further separated into

both curiosity conditions. Our main analyses of interest again targeted the time when curiosity

was elicited (i.e. at the time of the trivia questions). This way, we could ask how memory

benefits for incidental stimuli (i.e. faces) that were presented during states of high compared

to low curiosity would be supported by activity in our ROIs (see Figure 4B). To test whether

memory for neutral faces was supported by question-evoked activity, ANOVAs were

performed using an identical approach as for the analyses concerning memory for trivia

answers. In addition, we performed Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations to investigate

relationships between participants’ behavioral curiosity-driven memory benefit for faces (i.e.

recognition accuracy for faces: high – low curiosity condition) and the neural interaction

between curiosity and subsequent memory (i.e. [high curiosity condition: faces recognized –

forgotten] – [low curiosity condition: faces recognized – forgotten]).

Functional connectivity analyses: Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses were

performed to investigate how functional connectivity between the SN/VTA and hippocampus

ROIs predicted memory benefits for incidental, unrelated faces. PPI general linear models

included the raw time course of a seed region (i.e. the physiological term; here: the left or right

SN/VTA ROI), the onsets of either high or low curiosity questions convolved with an HRF (i.e.,

the psychological term; contrasting trials with later recognized (1) and later forgotten faces (-

1)), the critical interaction term (i.e. physiological term multiplied by the unconvolved

psychological term) and movement-related regressors. For each participant, we then

extracted the PPI beta weights from the hippocampal ROI on the same hemisphere as the

SN/TVA seed region. In the first analysis, we performed one-tailed paired-sample t-tests

examining whether PPI beta weights differed significantly from chance in order to test whether

functional connectivity between the seed region and ROIs predicts later memory for faces.

Furthermore, we performed correlations between individual PPI beta weights and individual
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memory benefits for faces in order to investigate how individual variability in the strength of

connectivity between seed region and ROIs predicted memory benefits for faces.
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Figure 1. Example trials from screening and study phases. (A) Screening phase: On each

trial, participants rated how likely they knew the answer to a trivia question and how curious

they were to learn the answer. Questions associated with high and low curiosity, for which

participants did not know the answer, were used for the next phase. Answers were not

presented in this phase. (B) Study phase (performed in the MRI scanner): On each trial, a

selected trivia question was presented and the participant anticipated presentation of the

answer. During this anticipation period, participants were required to make an incidental

judgment to a face. Following the study phase, participants completed memory tests (not

shown) on both the trivia answers and the faces that were studied in the scanner.
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Figure 2. Curiosity modulated activity in the dopaminergic circuit. Curiosity ratings were

associated with activity increases in the bilateral nucleus accumbens ROI (A) and left SN/VTA

ROI (B). On the left, ROIs are shown in red on the average, normalized anatomical image in

our group of participants. On the right, to visualize the effects modeled by the parametric

modulation analysis, mean BOLD parameter estimates related to the onset of the trivia

questions are plotted on the y-axis against the curiosity rating given during the screening

phase on the x-axis. Note: In this and all other figures, error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
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Figure 3. Curiosity benefits learning of trivia answers via the nucleus accumbens and

hippocampus. (A) Recall was higher for answers to high curiosity trivia questions than for

answers to low curiosity trivia questions. (B) Brain activity elicited by the onset of each trivia

question was analyzed according to whether the associated answer was recalled in the post-

scan memory test. These analyses therefore tested the relationship between activation prior

to the processing of trivia answers and successful encoding of those answers. (C) Anticipatory

brain activity (across-participant mean BOLD parameter estimates) in our three ROIs sorted

by curiosity ratings and memory for the trivia answer. In the bilateral nucleus accumbens (left),

activation evoked by the trivia question was increased for high-curiosity questions whose

answers were later recalled compared to all remaining conditions. In the bilateral SN/VTA

(middle), question-elicited activation was enhanced for later recalled compared to later

forgotten answers independent of curiosity. In the right hippocampus (right), question-evoked
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activation predicted later memory performance only for trivia answers associated with high

curiosity.
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Figure 4. Enhanced incidental learning of faces encoded during states of high curiosity. (A)

Recognition discriminability (Pr values) was higher for faces presented during states of high

curiosity compared to low curiosity trials. (B) Brain activity elicited by onset of each trivia

question was analyzed based on whether the face that was subsequently presented on the

same trial was recognized or forgotten on the post-scan face recognition test. (C) The neural

interaction between anticipatory curiosity and memory was highly correlated with the curiosity-

driven memory benefit for neutral faces. The scatter plots show significant, positive

correlations between the inter-subject variability in the curiosity-driven memory benefit (plotted

on the y-axis) and in activity for the bilateral SN/VTA (left) and the right hippocampus (right).

Each data point represents one participant. HCR/ HCF = High curiosity recognized / forgotten,

LCR/ LCF = low curiosity recognized / forgotten.
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Figure 5. Follow-up behavioral experiment replicates curiosity-driven memory benefits for

interesting and incidental material over a one-day retention interval. (A) Participants recalled

more answers to high curiosity trivia questions than answers to low curiosity questions. (B)

Participants showed higher rates of confident recognition for faces that were encoded during

states of high curiosity than for faces encoded on low curiosity trials.


